In order for our relationship to be in a mutual and healing environment, a list of the approximate current fees for some of the
common services are provided if paid for at the time of service. We hope that you find our services a value. We respect the value of
your labor as we hope you will ours.
With Dr. Kaslow
NEW PATIENT CONSULTATION 40+ minutes
EXTENDED CONSULTATIONS SEEN FOR PDD, ASD, Cancer etc.

$300.00
$400.00 per hour or portion thereof

An initial visit includes evaluation by Dr. Kaslow, assessment of your fat and carbohydrate metabolism, body fat, water,
and lean body mass determinations, Traditional Chinese Medicine meridian assessment, Acoustic Cardiograph muscle
and nerve efficiency assessment, toxic ionic metal presence in the urine, sulfur adequacy, adrenal competency, pH with
mineral reserve status, autonomic nervous system profiling, body measurements that help predict hormone balance and
needs, etc. This information helps to enable Dr. Kaslow to understand your biochemical state in terms of fat and
carbohydrate metabolism, nutritional needs, hormones, nervous system, and ability to achieve optimal health. Those
st
items with a [1 ] next to it are typically performed at the first visit. The cost therefore is $550-$600.00 for this first visit.
AVERAGE FOLLOW-UP CONSULTATION 20 minutes
LAB and MEDICAL RECORD REVIEWS with E-mail report
PHONE CONSULTATIONS (Based on time)
E-MAIL CORRESPONDENCE and LETTERS/FORM COMPLETION, etc.
NEURAL THERAPY – SCAR INJECTIONS (NTx)
MICRO-DOSE BIOPUNCTURE (MDB)
PROLOZONE (knees, back, shoulder, ankles, trigger points, etc.)
PAIN NEUTRALIZATION TECHNIQUE

$135.00 for medical care portion
$35.00
$85-400.00
$35.00+ depending on time spent
$85.00/site + materials
$85.00/site + materials
$150.00/site + materials
$135.00 per 20 minute session

Diagnostic Testing with one of our Staff Members
FULL BODY THERMOGRAMS with interpretation and report
$270.00-390.00
st
METABOLIC ASSESSMENT [1 ]
$10.00-25.00
st
NUTRITIONAL ACOUSTIC CARDIOGRAPH (ACG) [1 ]
$35.00
PULMONARY FUNCTION TESTING (PFT)
$35.00-60.00
HEART RATE VARIABILITY (HRV) or EKG with RHYTHM STRIP
$35.00-125.00
CENTRAL ARTERIAL STIFFNESS PROFILE (CASP)
$35.00-$110.00
DIGITAL PLETHYSMOGRAPHY (ARTERIAL ELASTICITY/DPA)
$35.00-$100.00
st
BODY COMPOSITION (fat, water, muscle) PROFILE (BIA) using InBody 720 [1 ]
$35.00-$75.00
st
ELECTRO-INTERSTITIAL SCANS (EIS)[1 ]
$38.00-$75.00
st
URINE SPECIALIZED ASSAY PROFILE (Nutri-Spec/USA)[1 ]
$55.00-65.00
st
URINE ADRENAL ASSESSMENT (UCL)[1 ]
$30.00
st
URINE IONIC METAL TESTING (IMT)[1 ]
$20.00
st
URINE SULFATE TESTING (Usulf)[1 ]
$20.00
VENIPUNCTURE and LAB PROCESSING
$15.00
ASYRA TESTING and FORMULATIONS
$38.00
st
MERIDIAN ENERGY ASSESSMENT (MEA)[1 ]
$35.00
NLS or REBA TESTING  AMA with Shannon or Vanessa
$75.00 + remedies
Therapeutic Interventions
PHOTON DIRECTED ACTION (PDA)
TENANT VOLTAGE BIOMODULATION w/ Laser Proprioception
INTRAVENOUS INFUSIONS (IV)
ULTRAVIOLET BLOOD IRRADIATION (UVBI) +/- OZONE
ACTIVATED OXYGEN using Airnergy (AE+)
INHALED IONIZED OXYGEN THERAPY (IIOT)  VNS
PHYSICAL THERAPY with Registered Physical Therapist (cash)
LASER (Class IV) SERVICES (rental time)
MORA LIGHT THERAPY (rental time)
FREQUENCY SPECIFIC MICROCURRENT (without PT)
VERY LOW CALORIE FAT REDUCTION PROGRAM
PULSED ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD rental unit

$40.00
$35.00
$100.00-$125.00 + materials
$150.00
$15.00
$30.00
$125.00 per hour
$15.00
$15.00 per 15 minutes
$120.00 per hour
$75.00 + supplements
$25.00 per session

No shows or cancellations without 2 business days notice will be billed for the time allotted.
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